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the leagoo t5 runs the aptly-named leagoo os 2.1, which is a customized version of android 7.0 nougat. essentially what that means is that it runs a custom launcher, it has a tweaked notification shade, and it has some extra features in the settings menu. the leagoo t5c offers a 5.2-inch ips display with a 720p resolution. the display is bright, vivid and uses high contrast.
the colors look natural and there is no need for an additional display calibration. at the top of the screen you will find the aluminum notification led, which is a nice touch. the lg-style bottom button also works in a similar way to the notification led. under the hood is a dual-core mediatek mt6580a processor clocked at 1.5ghz, backed by 1gb of ram and 16gb of internal

storage. the phone also supports microsd cards up to 128gb. if you choose to expand the storage, you can connect the leagoo t5c to an external microsd card reader via a microusb port, which you will need. leagoo t5c supports both 3g and 4g networks, although it's a limited 3g phone with only 850mbps hsdpa, instead of the 1700mbps hsdpa the chinese version offers.
the leagoo t5c packs in a 2,600mah battery. the phone gets a day of battery life, even with moderate usage. while it's not comparable to the best batteries in the market, it's pretty good for a mid-range smartphone. the phone comes with a 2,100mah battery, which has a higher capacity and can offer around 3.5 hours of talk time. the charging port is a microusb slot. one

thing to keep in mind with the leagoo t5c is that it does not have a rear-facing camera. there is a single-led flash at the back, but no camera. leagoo t5c also lacks a fingerprint scanner, which is always a negative. the phone does have a 5mp front-facing camera and an 8mp front-facing camera, which can be used for video chatting and for taking selfies.
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